Programmable Controllers
High Speed Data Logger Module

High speed data logging without a PC

Extreme Speed and Ultimate Simplicity

High Speed Data Logger
Module
Compatible with
Windows® 7

Meeting the need for data logging without the use of a personal computer, the

High Speed Data Logger Module

achieves unparalleled price-performance and sweeps the competition aside.

Equipment design and maintenance

The included High Speed Data Logger Module Configuration Tool makes setting up data logging intuitive and fast using a wizard-like
interface. GX LogViewer enables the use of customizable, interactive trend graphs to assist in data analysis. Data sampled at various
stages in the production process provide crucial information for reducing production cost. Furthermore, this type of data contributes to

What kind of data sampling is best to identify the cause of trouble?

system optimization and incremental increases in production efficiency.

▌Capture data at high speed for detailed investigation

The High Speed Data Logger Module transcends the traditional framework of data logging and adds a new page in factory automation history.

[ High speed data sampling function ]·································· P. 3

▌Jump directly to the problem for quick analysis
[ Trigger logging function ] ···················································· P. 4

▌Use logging data in 3rd party applications
[ Save data in CSV file format ] ············································ P. 8
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▌Rapidly identify the what, when, and where of a
situation
[ Event logging function ]····················································· P. 5

▌Automatically create charts and reports based on
sampled data
[ Save data in Excel file format ] ········································· P. 7
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[ High Speed Data Logger Module Configuration Tool ]······ P. 13

Upgraded Functions

[ Import global labels and device comments ]····················· P. 14

Upgraded Functions

▌Create reports in batch and lot units
[ Create files in batch and lot units ]···································· P. 8
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High Speed Data Logger Module
Sampling period

▌Display and analyze sampled data
[ GX LogViewer ]································································· P. 11

Upgraded Functions

▌Analyze sample data without a PC
Strengthened
Product Synergy

▌Minimize the cost of collecting sample data
[ Protocol converters are completely unnecessary ] ··········· P. 16

[ Icon identification ]
Capable of data logging synchronized to the control CPU scan time.
For a list of compliant CPUs, refer to page 3.

Scan synchronization
(Fastest 1ms)

(High speed data sampling function)

Upgraded Functions

[ Automatic file overwrite function ] ····································· P. 9

100ms

(External connection type)

[ Recipe function ] ······························································· P. 10

[ Sample data from up to 64 CPUs ] ··································· P. 15

▌Continuously log data and avoid replacing the
CompactFlash card for extended periods of time

Viewing data, writing daily reports
and analyzing data with personal computer

Personal computer / Competitors' data logging device

▌Switch production quickly

[ GOT LogViewer function ]················································· P. 12

CSV

High Speed Data Logger
Module

▌Create logging configurations quickly and easily

What kind of data sampling is best for traceability?

MI)

[ Comparison of sampling period ]

[ Auto logging function ] ······················································ P. 9
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▌Capture machine diagnostic data without having to
dispatch a support engineer
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High Speed Data Logger Module
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[ Save data in binary data format ] ······································ P. 8
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▌Save large amounts of high-speed logging data

High speed / High accuracy

High Speed

Simple

Low Cost

The high speed sampling function can be synchronized with the sequence scan
of suitable CPUs. This synchronization enables powerful analysis of data by
providing the ability to sample changes happening in the equipment as fast as
the CPU can detect them. Noncompliant CPUs may still performing data logging
with a minimum 100ms sampling period. Additionally, a large capacity 8GB
CompactFlash card is enough to collect data over a long period of time without
overwriting, even using high speed data sampling.

The High Speed Data Logger Module Configuration Tool includes a wizard that
makes configuration remarkably easy. Likewise, GX LogViewer is elegantly
intuitive and makes monitoring and analyzing data a joy. When used with a
GOT, the logging data can be controlled and monitored without a personal
computer. The sampled data can be saved in Excel, CSV or binary format which
allows the data to be used by a wide range of applications.

A single High Speed Data Logger Module can sample data from up to 64 CPUs.
Initial cost can be dramatically reduced compared to other solutions because
personal computers and protocol converters are not necessary.

Sampling period (with host station control CPU, in high speed data sampling mode)

High Speed Data Logger Module Configuration Tool

Maximum number of accessible CPUs

Sequence scan synchronization
(Fastest 1ms)

Simple setting

64 CPUs

High-speed, large-capacity CompactFlash card

Logging Data Display / Analysis Tool GX LogViewer

Personal computer, protocol converter

8GB

Easy analysis

Unnecessary

Generate multiple file formats

1

Excel, CSV, Binary

2
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Experience the benefits of scan synchronized data logging.
High speed data sampling captures all of the relevant data.

High speed data sampling function

Trigger logging function

Data logging synchronized with sequence scan

Accelerate the debugging process via conditional logging of data

• The high speed data sampling function has the power to synchronize with the sequence program scan, ensuring
that every value available to the program is logged for analysis.
*For the maximum number of device points that can be sampled, refer to the [Processing time] table on page 20.

• Using this method is it possible to perform detailed operational analysis and identify existing or potential problems.

• Trigger logging allows the user to specify a condition or set of circumstances for when sample data should be saved.
This greatly simplifies the process of investigating why a problem has occurred and assists in the quick identification of
solutions.
• By only recording data when abnormalities occur, even high speed data logging files do not occupy a large amount
of space on the CompactFlash card.

� The High Speed Data Logger Module is capable of sampling data much higher resolutions to detect quickly changing values.
(fastest down to 1ms)
Control value
Control value
(Personal computer)

Only save data close to
the trigger occurrence

Trigger occurrence
Data
(Condition of equipment)
Time

The control value has
exceeded the limit.
Let's adjust the equipment!

Normal range

Extracted and saved as logging data

Data close to trigger occurrence

Only saving data necessary for analysis enables quick
identification of the root cause and restoration of normal
operation.
100

0

200

300

Existing data logging might miss
the causes of the errors.
� Generic sample data from personal computer or external device at 100ms intervals

Use CompactFlash card space efficiently.

sTime [ms]

Traditional data logging methods are
unable to detect the abnormal values.

� CSV file of sampled data

� High Speed Data Logger Module Display / Analysis Tool GX LogViewer

Control value

Logging data does not
seem to indicate any
problems...
Normal range

0

100

200

300

sTime [ms]

CPUs that support the high speed data sampling function
• MELSEC-Q series
[Universal model]

Q03UDE

Q04UDEH

Q06UDEH

Q10UDEH

Q13UDEH

Q20UDEH

Q26UDEH

Q03UD

Q04UDH

Q06UDH

Q10UDH

Q13UDH

Q20UDH

Q26UDH

Q50UDEH

Trend graph display
using the
Display / Analysis Tool
GX LogViewer

Q100UDEH

··· Built-in Ethernet type
• Serial No. ····························· In cases where the first five digits are 11012 or higher.
* The high speed data sampling function only supports the host control CPU.
(Other stations are not supported via the network.)

3

Before
trigger occurrence

Trigger
occurrence

After
trigger occurrence
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The precise sequence of events is easily visible,
enabling quick troubleshooting.
Receive e-mail notifications according to pre-defined situations.

Event logging function

Time synchronization function

Superior event condition detection and time-line of events facilitates the detection of failures before they happen

Compare logging data across multiple systems with a high degree of accuracy

• Data is logged according to user defined monitoring conditions to leverage efficient problem identification and
forecast future troubles.
• Monitoring conditions are extremely flexible. They encompass not only data values but occurrence interval and order
of events.
• The e-mail notification feature enables quickened response time to trouble that translates to less down-time.

• Synchronize systems on the Ethernet network using an SNTP server. Highly precise time synchronization can be
achieved to enable precise comparison of logging data from multiple High Speed Data Logger Modules. Perform
simultaneous operations, quality control, error tracking, and other actions.
• When all data logger modules are time synchronized, sampling data time-stamps allow the easy and rapid tracking
*SNTP: Simple Network Time Protocol
of cause and effect across large systems.
Synchronized with
server time

� Synchronized with SNTP server

[ Machine A ]

[ Machine B ]

[ Machine C ]

[ Machine D ]

Intrusion detection ON
(Bit On/Off condition)
M0 has turned ON.

Overheating
(Comparison with numeric value)
D0 has exceeded 100.

Process takes too long
(Time condition)
M0 has been ON
for over 3 seconds.

Devices are out of order
(Order condition)
Devices have not turned ON
in order of M0-M1-M2.

SNTP server time 13:40:09

Current time 13:40:09
If the current time among
programmable controllers
were different, I would not be
able to trust the logging data.

Events occur
Sampled data in a CompactFlash card
Event name

···

Date and time

Occurrence / Restoration

10/05/28 14:25:23

Occurrence

[ Machine A ] Intrusion detection

···

10/05/28 16:24:05

Occurrence

[ Machine B ] Overheating

···

10/05/28 16:34:54

Occurrence

[ Machine C ] Process time over

···

10/05/28 17:45:02

Occurrence

[ Machine D ] Process XX warning

···

Current time 13:40:09

Current time 13:40:09

Event

Time

Event

Time

Event

Time

XXXX

13:07:11

XXXX

13:07:09

XXXX

13:07:10

XXXX

13:07:12

XXXX

13:07:10

XXXX

13:07:11

XXXX

13:07:13

XXXX

13:07:11

XXXX

13:07:12

XXXX

13:07:14

XXXX

13:07:12

XXXX

13:07:13

XXXX

13:07:15

XXXX

13:07:13

XXXX

13:07:14

FTP transfer function
Manually or automatically transfer large volumes of logging data to an FTP server
• The ability to automatically transfer logging data to an FTP server allows continuous logging and CompactFlash
card overcapacity issues can be avoided altogether.
• If a file transfer is interrupted or the FTP server becomes inaccessible, the data logger module can retry later to
prevent lost data.
• An additional "completion notification" file is transferred to the server when the main file transfer is complete. This
can prevent data that is still being written from being used inadvertently.
� FTP transfer function

16 : 25

•Warning
•Event occurrence time, point

Temperature error
Severity: Medium

Personal computer

An E-mail may be sent
depending on the situation
*A mail server is required on the network.

5

Cell-phone

10MB

Transfer logging file
to FTP sever

The follwing error has
occurred.

� Transferring a total of 16MB of logging data

The line may be going to stop!
Machine B requires service
as soon as possible.

Excel

18 : 55 : 16 1,001 0
18 : 55 : 17 1,002 1
18 : 55 : 18 1,003 1
18 : 55 : 19 1,004 0
18 : 55 : 20 1 005 0

25 50 44
31 2E 33
E2 E3 CF
0A 32 35

CSV

Binary

Logging file

Transfer

Ethernet

High speed
data logger module

60%

The file exists on the
server, but it is not clear
if the transfer has been
completed.

File server

� FTP resend function

Transferring

Transfer failed

Attempts to re-send
every 10 seconds

Transfer completed

16MB

Completion notification file

File server

100%

After the file transfer is
complete, a completion
notification file is
transferred to the server.

Resending

File server

6
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For flexibility, data can be saved in Excel, CSV, or binary format.
Create reports in batch and lot units

Save data in Excel file format

Save data in CSV file format

Auto creation of Excel files

Analyze data using a wide variety of applications

• Create custom layout files in Excel containing formulas, graphs, charts, et cetera.

• The CSV format is in wide-spread use across operating systems. This interoperability lets the user view the data the
way they want to.
• File operations are faster and file size is smaller compared to Excel files.

Save data in binary data format
Compact size and high speed file operations make it ideal for very large sampling data
Personal computer

Layout files
(Excel format)

Transfer layout files using the
High Speed Data Logger
Module Configuration Tool

High Speed Data Logger Module

• The “raw binary” format used by the Display and Analysis Tool is even more efficient than CSV.
• GX LogViewer reads binary files and presents the data in graph form. The way the graphs are displayed is highly
flexible to allow the user to create the optimal environment for data analysis.

Create files in batch and lot units

Using the report function,
automatically fill in a layout file with
sampled data to generate monthly,
weekly, or daily reports; all kinds of
reports can be created that include

Fully customizable file switching behavior
• Configure how and when logging data is split into separate files to generate reports for batch and lot units.
• Automatically generated file names can be configured to include date, time, and batch numbers for improved
organization.

charts, graphs, and other visual
aids. It is even possible to e-mail
the reports automatically!

Batch 001
Batch 002

Preparation
Input

Agitation
Control chart

Mix

Daily production report

Extraction
Output

While M1 is ON
: Execute the logging
When M1 is OFF
: Switch files
While M2 is ON
: Execute the logging
When M2 is OFF
: Switch files
While M3 is ON
: Execute the logging
When M3 is OFF
: Switch files Create a report

Input_
BAT001_
Input_ Batch 010
****001
BAT002
.BIN
_****001
Input_
Mix_
.BIN BAT010_
BAT001_
Mix_
****001
****001
BAT002_
.BIN
.BIN
****001
Mix_
.BIN
BAT010_
Output_
****001
BAT001_
Output_
****001
BAT002_ .BIN
.BIN
****001Output_
.BIN BAT010_

B at ch _010_100601_1330_00000001.XL S
Name Data value
7

Date and time

Serial number

Excel

****001
.BIN

Excel

Batch 010 Batch_010_
Input
100601_1330_
Mix
00000001.XLS
Output

Collect logging
data of each phase
(Binary file) and
create a report
(Excel file).

Name

: Chosen by the user

Data value

: Sequential data such as a batch number

Date and time : Date and time of logging start
Serial number : Automatic number assignment
8
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A wide range of valuable functions are included with every unit

Auto logging function

Recipe function

Automatically begin logging data by simply inserting a CompactFlash card

Reduce setup time

• Data logging beings immediately by inserting a CompactFlash card that contains logging settings.
• OEMs can send a logging setting file or CompactFlash card to the end user for foolproof capture of diagnostic data.
Diagnose problems without having to
send a field engineer to remote locations!

� Usage Example – Check the status of remotely located equipment.

➊ Send

➋ Data logging

Send a CompactFlash card that
includes the data logging settings to
the end user.

Insert the received CompactFlash
card in the High Speed Data Logger
Module.

Upgraded Functions

• Information required for production can be read from a recipe file(CSV format) in the high speed data logger module
and written to the programmable controller CPU at the chosen time.
• Specified device values can be read from the programmable controller CPU and saved as recipe files.
Creating a recipe file
Recipe files can be created
easily using the High Speed
Data Logger Module
Configuration Tool.

Our equipment which
has been acting up,
can you look at it?

Transfer recipe files using FTP, etc.

Writing the device values

Write the recipe file to the high speed
data logger’s CompactFlash card.

Read the recipe information from the
flash card and write the values to the
programmable controller CPU.

A.
B.
C.

Dedicated instructions

CSV

OEM

End user

➍ Analysis

➌ Return

Receive the CompactFlash card and
analyze the data.

Recipe file
（CSV）

Inserting a CompactFlash card in
the module automatically begins
data logging. The LED display
indicates when the logging
process has completed.

Send back the CompactFlash card
to the OEM.

Automatic file overwrite function

Recipe Edit screen

Rewriting the recipe file

High Speed Data Logger Module

Write the specified programmable
controller CPU device values to the
recipe file in the data logger module
flash card.

Reduce setup
time

[Reconfigure the production line quickly using a recipe file]

Prevent data loss due to lack of CompactFlash card space
• Using the automatic file overwrite function, data can be continuously logged without filling up the CompactFlash card.*

Raw material A
30%

Raw material B
30%

Raw material C
40%

Raw material A
40%

Raw material B
40%

Programmable
controller CPU

Raw material C
20%

Raw material A
20%

Raw material B
50%

Raw material C
30%

*The CompactFlash card has a service life (limited number of writes). Replace the card before it reaches the end of its service life. Refer to the formula
in the high speed data logger manual for details on calculating the service life.

[Automatic file overwrite function]
Maintain a designated amount of free space

Maintain a designated number of files

Configure the amount of free space to ensure (Ex. 200MB)
1GB
800MB

1GB
18
18 : 55
18 : 55 : 16 1,0
18 : 55 : 17 1,0 01 0
18 : 55: 55 : 19: 18 1,003 02 1
: 20 1,0 1,004 0 1
05 0

New

6/6
6/5

6/4

6/3
6/2
Old

6/1

800MB

18
18 : 55
18 : 55 : 16 1,0
18 : 55 : 17 1,0 01 0
18 : 55: 55 : 19: 18 1,003 02 1
: 20 1,0 1,004 0 1
05 0

18
18 : 55
18 : 55 : 16 1,0
18 : 55 : 17 1,0 01 0
18 : 55: 55 : 19: 18 1,003 02 1
: 20 1,0 1,004 0 1
05 0

6/6
6/5

6/4

6/3
6/2

The oldest file is automatically deleted
if the designated free space is encroached.
9

Logging can
continue because
the availability of
free space is
always ensured.

Change manufacturing

Change manufacturing

data (recipe)

data (recipe)

The set number of files
is never exceeded

18
18 ：55：16 1,0
18 ：55：17 1,0
01
18 ：55：18 1,0
02 1 0
18：55：55：19 1,0
：20 1,0 04 003 1
05 0

6

e0

Fil
5 files

Configure the
maximum number
of saved files
(Ex. 5 files)
* The number of saved
files can be set between
1 and 65535.

18
18 ：55：16 1,0
18 ：55：17 1,0
01
18 ：55：18 1,0
02 1 0
18：55：55：19 1,0
：20 1,0 04 003 1
05 0

New

5

0
ile

F

e
Fil
e
Fil

5 files

04
03
2

e0

Fil
Old

1

e0

Fil

Older files are automatically deleted when
the number of saved files exceeds the setting.

18
18 ：55：16 1,0
18 ：55：17 1,0
01
18 ：55：18 1,0
02 1 0
18：55：55：19 1,0
：20 1,0 04 003 1
05 0

6

e0

Fil

5

0
ile

F

e
Fil

04
3

e0

Fil

Product 03 manufacturing

2

e0

Fil

Product 02 manufacturing

Product 01 manufacturing

18
18 ：55：16 1,0
18 ：55：17 1,0
01
18 ：55：18 1,0
02 1 0
18：55：55：19 1,0
：20 1,0 04 003 1
05 0

1
e0

Fil

To avoid overwriting files, use a large-capacity 8GB CompactFlash card. This will maximize the time between required flash card changes.

Raw material A
Raw material B
Raw material C

Recipe 01
30%
30%
40%

Recipe 02
40%
40%
20%

Raw material A
Raw material B
Raw material C

Recipe 02
40%
40%
20%

Recipe 03
20%
50%
30%
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Display and analyze logging data

GX LogViewer

Upgraded Functions

View logging data using a customizable interface

GOT LogViewer function

Strengthened Product Synergy

Backup and display logging data without a PC

• Examine and evaluate sampled data efficiently using the Logging Data Display / Analysis Tool, GX LogViewer.
The highly customizable interface allows comfortable viewing, personalized to the user.
When connected to the high speed data logger module, saved or live (real-time) sample data can be viewed.

• Even if a PC is not available on-site, logging data can be viewed using a GOT (GT16) to quickly locate any trouble.
• The GOT log viewing interface is very similar to GX LogViewer, including the ability to use multiple cursors for quick
analysis.

[ Realtime display (online) ]
Displays the condition of equipment in real-time.

View logging data
directly on the machine

[ Historical display (online/offline) ]
Displays saved logging data from a CompactFlash card or personal computer.
The data can be displayed at any time, from any location with a personal computer and the Display and Analysis
Tool.

Blue cursor

Simple and
effective interface

Red cursor

GOT

Quickly see the difference
in time and value between
cursors

Data logging graph display

Event logging list display

• Users can easily arrange and analyze graphs thanks to user-friendly functionality such as the auto adjust bounds
function, drag & drop placement of graphs, and easily customizable & recallable graph display settings.
• The use of multiple color-coded cursors allows the user to instantly identify the precise shift in value over a specified
time period.
Key information is
Blue cursor
Red cursor
immediately visible

• The High Speed Data Logger Module’s logging data can be saved to a USB memory stick when connected to the
GOT’s front USB interface.
• Logging data can be retrieved easily without opening any control panels or removing the High Speed Data Logger
Module’s CompactFlash card.
Display and analyze
data with a GOT

Retrieve logging data
without opening

Display and analyze
logging data with
GX LogViewer

the machine
USB memory

Logging data

Ethernet

Logging data is saved to the
GOT CompactFlash card and
can be transferred to USB memory

Quickly see the difference

USB memory

PC

in time and value between
Using a GOT to display logging data

cursors

Machine
11

The difference in time and value between cursors in automatically calculated.

Retrieve logging data without removing the High Speed Data Logger
Module's CompactFlash card.

Using GX LogViewer to display logging data
Even where an Ethernet connection is
unavailable, logging data can be transferred
from the GOT to a USB device for use on a PC.

* GOT(GT16) and GT Designer3(Ver.1.17T or later)are separately required. For details about GOT and GT Designer3, please refer to the GOT1000 series catalog.
This GOT function is compatible with all versions of the High Speed Data Logger Module.
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Configure the High Speed Data Logger Module quickly and easily.
Configuration is straight-forward, eliminating confusion and stress.

High Speed Data Logger Module Configuration Tool

Upgraded Functions

Configuration is quick thanks to simple yet powerful logging settings
• Even making sophisticated data collection rules is easy to do using the intuitive step-by-step configuration process.

[Import global labels and device comments]

• The Configuration Tool's beginner-friendliness avoids the confusion and stress typically associated with learning a
new software program.

• Global labels and device comments can be imported from GX Works2 project files. This reduces the time needed to
input devices and prevents mistakes.
GX Works2

High Speed Data Logger Module Configuration Tool

� Logging type/File format

� Sampling

Import global
labels and device
comments

Global labels

Devices

Device comments

Data name

(global label · device comment)

Device

[Import and export any settings from Configuration Tool projects]
Select the logging type and file format, and click [Next].

• Individual setting items may be selected and imported from existing Configuration Tool projects to quickly create
configuration files for new High Speed Data Logger modules.

� Data

• Choose only the desired settings from the selected project.
Select the data sampling method and sampling interval.
and click [Next].

Existing systems
Configuration Tool
using data
project files
logger modules

Common settings
(Time sync,
e-mail, etc.)

� Finish

High Speed Data Logger Module Configuration Tool

Data logging
settings
(temperature data)
Data logging
settings
(flow data)

Specify data to be logged, and click [Next].

Common settings
and data logging
settings

Import the desired settings
into a new project

� Start the Configuration Tool
There are two ways to start the Configuration Tool, "online startup" and "offline startup"

[Online startup]

Settings complete!!
Simply upload the settings to the module and the
process is complete!
13

Assign a data logging name and click [Finish]

The Configuration Tool can be downloaded from or directly started from a web browser connected to the High Speed
Data Logger Module. This ensures the user is never without the ability to configure the High Speed Data Logger, even
when no other copy of the Configuration Tool software is available.

[Offline startup]
Run a copy of the Configuration Tool that is already installed on a PC.
* To acquire the latest version of the Configuration Tool or GX LogViewer, contact your local Mitsubishi Electric
representative.

Screen when connected to the High Speed
Data Logger Module

*Using the High Speed Data Logger module configuration tool version 1.03D or later.

14
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Collect sample data from up to 64 CPUs using a single module.
Reduce initial cost, total cost of ownership,
and get superior performance.

Sample data from up to 64 CPUs

Protocol converters are completely unnecessary

Simultaneously access and sample data from up to 64 CPUs using a single module

Greatly reduce initial costs

• The High Speed Data Logger Module can seamlessly access and sample data from up to 64 CPUs across the
different networks through CC-Link IE controller network, MELSECNET/H, and CC-Link.

• The High Speed Data Logger Module and MELSEC CPUs speak the same language, eliminating the need for
protocol converters and other hidden costs.

• The High Speed Data Logger Module can directly access other stations via its built-in Ethernet port. An additional
network module is unnecessary when connecting to systems using a Built-in Ethernet QnUCPU.

• Set-up is easy because only the High Speed Data Logger Module needs configuring, other stations need no special
settings.
Drastic
initial cost reduction

� Initial cost comparison for data sampling systems with multiple target CPUs

MAX 64 CPUs

Data sampling system using networked devices
(including required protocol converters)

Directly connectable to Built-in
Ethernet port QnUCPUs

MELSEC data sampling system
(with Built-in Ethernet port CPUs)

Master station
Network

High speed
Data Logger Module

Network

High Speed
Data Logger Module
Sub
station

MELSEC

MELSEC

MELSEC

Involves initial cost

Master station (data sampling device)

Seamlessly access other
programmable controller
CPUs across networks

Sub station (protocol converter)

Not
needed

Not
needed

Not
needed

MELSEC

MELSEC

MELSEC

Involves initial cost

Cost
down

High Speed Data Logger Module

1

module

Number of logging target equipment

(Up to 64 CPUs)

Enormous initial cost is required

The initial cost is only one module

• Each programmable controller CPU requires a sub station.
• Cost is increased because additional master stations are
required when the number of sub stations exceeds the
connection capacity of 16.

• Only one High Speed Data Logger Module is required to
access and sample data from up to 64 CPUs.
• The high speed data logger is the only module that needs to
be configured for data logging to begin.

• Data logging settings must be configured for all master and
sub stations.

15
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■ Performance specifications
[ Personal computer system requirements ]

[ Transmission and interface specifications ]
Item

Specifications

Interface *1
Data transmission rate

10BASE-T

100BASE-TX

10 Mbps

100 Mbps

Transmission method
Ethernet

Maximum 4 stages
100 m

CompactFlash card

Supply power voltage

3.3V ± 5 %

Supply power capacity

Maximum 150 mA

Windows Vista® Home Premium
Windows Vista® Home Basic

Number of installable cards

Windows® 7 Home Premium
Windows® 7 Professional

32 points/slot (I/O assignment: Intelli. 32 points)
•Obtained from a programmable controller CPU (in multiple CPU system, CPU No.1) or SNTP server
•Time accuracy after obtaining the time is a daily variation of ±9.504 seconds*3

Clock
Internal current consumption (5VDC)

1GB or more

Windows® 7 Starter

1 card

Number of occupied I/O points

Intel® CoreTM 2 Duo 2GHz or
higher is recommended

Windows Vista® Enterprise

TYPE Ι card

Card size

Windows Vista® Ultimate
Windows Vista® Business

Auto-negotiation function supported
(automatically distinguishes 10BASE-T / 100BASE-TX)

Supported function

Required memory

Windows® XP Home Edition
Maximum 2 stages

Maximum segment length *2

System requirements
CPU

Windows® XP Professional

Base band

Number of cascade connection steps

Operating system

Windows® 7 Ultimate
Windows® 7 Enterprise

0.46A

External dimensions

98 (3.86) (H) x 27.4 (1.08) (W) x 90 (3.54) (D) [mm (inch)]

Weight

0.15 kg

**** The high speed data logger module distinguishes 10BASE-T from 100BASE-TX according to the external device.
For connection to a hub without an auto-negotiation function, set the hub to half-duplex communications mode.
**** Distance between a hub and node.
**** For programmable controller CPU, everyday (once in 24 hours); for SNTP server, re-obtains the time at the user specified interval.

[ Accessible programmable controller CPU *1 ]

[ Data sampling *1 ]

Series
Universal model QCPU
High Performance model QCPU

Module name
Q02UCPU
Q03UD(E)CPU
Q04UD(E)HCPU

Q06UD(E)HCPU
Q10UD(E)HCPU
Q13UD(E)HCPU

Q20UD(E)HCPU
Q26UD(E)HCPU
Q50UDEHCPU

Q100UDEHCPU

Q12HCPU

Q25HCPU

Q02CPU

Q02HCPU

Q06HCPU

Basic model QCPU

Q00JCPU

Q00CPU

Q01CPU

Process CPU

Q02PHCPU

Q06PHCPU

Q12PHCPU

Redundant CPU *3

Q12PRHCPU

Q25PRHCPU

Standard model LCPU

L02CPU

L26CPU-BT

C Controller

Q12DCCPU-V *4

****
****
****
****

*2

Item

Q00UJCPU
Q00UCPU
Q01UCPU

Required memory

Description

Refer to [Personal computer system requirements] on page 18

Free hard disk space

512MB or more

Display

Resolution 1024 x 768 pixels or higher

Operating system *1 *2 *3 *4

Microsoft® Windows® XP Professional Operating System (English version) SP2 or later *5
Microsoft® Windows® XP Home Edition Operating System (English version) SP2 or later *5
Microsoft® Windows Vista® Home Basic Operating System (English version) *6
Microsoft® Windows Vista® Home Premium Operating System (English version) *6
Microsoft® Windows Vista® Business Operating System (English version) *6
Microsoft® Windows Vista® Ultimate Operating System (English version) *6
Microsoft® Windows Vista® Enterprise Operating System (English version) *6
Microsoft® Windows® 7 Starter Operating System (English version) *6 *7 *8
Microsoft® Windows® 7 Home Premium Operating System (English version) *6 *7 *8
Microsoft® Windows® 7 Professional Operating System (English version) *6 *7 *8
Microsoft® Windows® 7 Ultimate Operating System (English version) *6 *7 *8
Microsoft® Windows® 7 Enterprise Operating System (English version) *6 *7 *8

Excel

*9

Microsoft® Excel® 2003 (English version)*10
Windows® Excel® 2007 (English version) *11

Web browser *12

Microsoft® Internet Explorer® 6.0 (English version)
Windows® Internet Explorer® 7.0 (English version)
Windows® Internet Explorer® 8.0 (English version)

Interface

Ethernet port

••0.1 to 0.9 seconds, 1 to 32767 seconds

••Time interval specification
(specify hour/minute/second)

High speed data sampling

••Overall amount of data: maximum of 8192
(per setting: 256)

••Overall number of device points: maximum of 8192
(per setting: 256)

General data sampling

••Overall amount of data: maximum of 16384
(per setting: 256)

••Overall number of device points: maximum of 262144
(per setting: 4096)

Data type *6

••Bit
••Word[signed]
••Double word[signed]
••Word[unsigned]
••Double word[unsigned]
••Float[single precision]

••Float[double precision]
••16 bit BCD
••32 bit BCD
••String: 1 to 8192 characters
••Raw: 1 to 8192 bytes

Data output format (CSV file) *7

••Bit
••Decimal format: 0 to 14 digits after the decimal point
••Exponential format: 0 to 14 digits after the decimal point

••Hexadecimal format
••String
••Raw

High speed data sampling *2

*3 *4 *5

PC/AT-compatible personal computer which runs the following operating systems.
CPU

••3 to 32767 milliseconds (for continuous logging)

Amount of sampled data

* The operating environment of the "High Speed Data Logger Module Configuration tool / GX LogViewer"

Item

••Sequence scan time synchronization
••1 to 32767 milliseconds (for trigger logging)

Data sampling interval

Q25PHCPU

[ Operating environment (High Speed Data Logger Module Tools) ]

Computer

Maximum of 64 CPUs

General data sampling

Not accessible to the QnACPU, QCPU(A mode), and ACPU.
Can be mounted to the base unit with High performance model QCPU function version B or later only.
Only the own station can be accessed.
C Controller with first five digits of serial number being "12042" or later.

Specifications

Number of access target CPUs

Scaling *8
****
****
****
****

****

****
****

****

Upgraded Function

Basic arithmetic operations: calculations combining (×, ÷) and (+, -)

The specification for target data sampling with the data logging function, event logging function, and report function.
The high speed data sampling function works only with the high speed data sampling compliant programmable controller CPU. For details, refer to page 3.
The number of device points available for 1 piece of data depends on the data type.
The total number of data logging, event logging, and report data.
• Data logging : logging target data, trigger condition data, period condition data,file switching condition data, saved file name data, e-mail transmission data
• Event logging : monitoring data, period condition data, file switching condition data, saved file name data, e-mail transmission data
• Report : current value data, creation trigger condition data, period condition data, saved file name data, e-mail transmission data
The amount of sampled data per single setting is as follows only when the creation trigger and current value data are not synchronized with the report setting.
Amount of data (per single setting): maximum of 65535, number of device points (per single setting): maximum of 65535.
However, note that, a number of device points per setting of data excluding current value data is as follows.
High speed data sampling: maximum of 256, General data sampling: maximum of 4096
The data type when reading data from the programmable controller CPU's device memory.
The format when outputting data to a CSV file with data logging or event logging.
Binary files are output in the binary format.
Reports are output in Excel cell format.
A function to perform data scaling and offset calculations.

The High Speed Data Logger Module data logging, event logging, and report functions are 'best effort functions'*.
Because module processing time changes depending on the settings and status of other devices, operation might not operate within the set data sampling interval.
Run the system by fully verifying the processing time of each function when constructing it.
For the processing time, refer to the manual.
*Best-effort: Attitude trying to ensure the highest performance depending on the current condition.

**** Windows® XP Professional 64-bit version, Windows Vista® 64-bit version, and Windows® 7 64-bit version cannot be used.
**** The following functions cannot be used.If any of the following functions are used, this product may not operate normally.
• Starting applications in Windows® compatibility mode
• Fast user switching
• Remote desktop
• Large fonts (detailed setting in the Display Properties)
• Windows® sleep or hibernate
**** Cannot be used if the user is logged in with Guest authority.
**** If the Windows firewall setting is enabled, the 'Find High Speed Data Logger Module function' and 'Direct connection function' may not operate correctly. Disable the Windows firewall setting.
**** Installation of .NET Framework 2.0 is required. (Included with the high speed data logger module tool.)
**** Cannot be used if the user is logged on with parental controls enabled.
**** The following Windows® 7 functions can not be used: • Windows XP Mode • Windows Touch
**** Will be supported by GX LogViewer soon.
**** Required when using the report function.
***** Microsoft® Office 2003 Service Pack 3 or later is required when using Microsoft® Excel® 2003 under the Windows® 7 operating system.
***** The save format of the report file output with the report function is the xls format. A portion of the functions added from Microsoft Excel 2007 or later cannot be used.
***** Required for the online start function.
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■ Performance specifications
[ Data logging ]

[Processing time *1 ]
Item

Specifications

Number of settings
Logging type

••Continuous logging

••Trigger logging

File format

••CSV file (extension: CSV)

••Binary file (extension: BIN) *2

Specify applicable period or exclusion period.
••Data condition: bit ON/OFF, compare data to constant
value, compare data to data
••Date range: specify start and/or end month/day
••Time range: specify start and/or end hour/minute/
second

Period

Trigger logging

Trigger conditions

Number of logging lines *4

Trigger logging

••Day of week/week condition: specify
days of the week and/or weeks
AND or OR combination of the above: up to 8
conditions *3

Upgraded Function

••After trigger occurs: 1 to 65535 lines

Number of save files
••Specified by the number of saved files

[ Event logging ]
Maximum of 64 settings *1

Output data type
Number of pieces of output data

Creation trigger conditions

Saved file name

File format

••CSV file (extension: CSV)

••Binary file (extension: BIN)

Number of save files

••Condition execution count: 3 conditions
••Condition execution order (order and/or time
conditions): up to 4 conditions

Saved file automatic deletion

Event condition

••Condition:
••Comparison: bit ON/OFF, compare data to constant
value, compare data to data
••At the time of change of value
AND or OR combination of the above: up to 4
conditions

Period of time

File switching timing

Saved file name

Specify applicable period or exclusion period.
••Data condition: bit ON/OFF, compare data to constant value, compare data to data
••Date range: specify start and/or end month/day
••Time range: specify start and/or end hour/minute/second
••Day of week/week condition: specify days of the week and/or weeks
AND or OR combination of the above: up to 8 conditions *2

2ms

8ms

General data
sampling

100ms

100ms

100ms

500ms

2000ms

High speed
data sampling

3ms

4ms

10ms

40ms

160ms

General data
sampling

100ms

100ms

100ms

500ms

3000ms

High speed
data sampling

4ms

10ms

30ms

130ms

580ms

General data
sampling

100ms

100ms

100ms

500ms

3000ms

Specifications
Maximum 64 *1
Excel format (extension: XLS)
••Creation time

••Data inside data logging file *2
••Current value data

64 layouts per single report setting, 65535 cells in total
••Condition:
••Comparison: bit ON/OFF, compare data to constant value, compare data to data
••At the time of change of value
••Fixed cycle: 1 to 86400 seconds
••Time interval specification: specify hour/minute/second
••Time of day specification: specify month/day/hour/minute/second Upgraded Function
••At module startup
••At the time of the data logging file is switched
AND or OR combination of the above: up to 8 conditions *3
••Condition execution count: 3 conditions *3
••Condition execution order (order and/or time conditions): up to 4 conditions *3
Specify applicable period or exclusion period.
••Data condition: bit ON/OFF, compare data to constant value, compare data to data
••Date range: specify start and/or end month/day
••Time range: specify start and/or end hour/minute/second
••Day of week/week condition: specify days of the week and/or weeks
AND or OR combination of the above: up to 8 conditions *3 Upgraded Function
Maximum of 10MB (total of all report settings)
Serial number (eight-digit hexadecimal)
In addition to the above specification, the following options can be specified.
••Fixed string
••Data values (up to two)
••Time (year, month, day, hour, minute, second)
1 to 65535
••Specified by the number of saved files

••Specified by the CompactFlash card free capacity

**** Up to 64 settings can be configured for data logging, event logging, and report function combined.
Of these, up to 32 settings can be configured for data logging, event logging, and report function when high speed data sampling is specified.
**** Only binary format data logging can be output to report function.
**** When high speed data sampling is specified, period and creation trigger conditions combined up to 5 conditions.
When general data sampling is specified, period and creation trigger conditions combined up to 10 conditions.

••Number of lines (number of records) specification: 100 to 65535 lines
••File size specification: 10 to 16384 kilobytes
••Condition:
••Comparison: bit ON/OFF, compare data to constant value, compare data to data
••At the time of change of value
••Fixed cycle: 1 to 86400 seconds
••Time interval specification: specify hour/minute/second Upgraded Function
••Time of day specification: specify month/day/hour/minute/second
••At module startup
AND or OR combination of the above: up to 8 conditions *2 Upgraded Function
Serial number (eight-digit hexadecimal)
In addition to the above specification, the following options can be specified.
••Fixed string
••Data values (up to two)
••Time (year, month, day, hour, minute, second)

Number of save files
Saved file automatic deletion

1ms

File format

Layout file size

Maximum of 64 events per single event logging setting

4096

1ms

Item

Specifications

Number of events

1024

1ms

Number of settings

Period

Number of settings

256

High speed
data sampling

[ Report ]

••Specified by the CompactFlash card free capacity

**** Up to 64 settings can be configured for data logging, event logging, and report function combined.
Of these, up to 32 settings can be configured for data logging, event logging, and report function when high speed data sampling is specified.
**** By using the report function, data can be re-output in the Excel file format.
**** When high speed data sampling is specified, period, trigger conditions, and file switching condition combined up to 5 conditions.
When general data sampling is specified, period, trigger conditions, and file switching condition combined up to 10 conditions.
**** It is possible to set up to 65535 lines by combining the number of lines saved before and after trigger generation.
Due to the trigger logging buffer capacity setting, in some cases it is not possible to set the logging number of lines setting. For details, refer to the manual.

Item

64

Upgraded Function

1 to 65535

Saved file automatic deletion

16

**** Numbers listed in the table are rough processing times of each data sampling.
Processing time may vary depending on external factors such as settings and access from the GX LogViewer.

Serial number (eight-digit hexadecimal)
In addition to the above specification, the following options can be specified.
••Fixed string
••Data values (up to two)
••Time (year, month, day, hour, minute, second)

Saved file name

Binary file
saving speed

CSV file
saving speed

••Number of lines (number of records) specification: 100 to 65535 lines
••File size specification: 10 to 16384 kilobytes
••Condition specification:
••Comparison: bit ON/OFF, compare data to constant value, compare data to data
••At the time of change of value
••Fixed cycle: 1 to 86400 seconds
••Time interval specification: specify hour/minute/second Upgraded Function
••Time of day specification: specify month/day/hour/minute/second
••At module startup
AND or OR combination of the above: up to 8 conditions *3
••Trigger logging unit

File switching timing

Sampling speed

Continuous logging

••Condition:
••Comparison: bit ON/OFF, compare data to constant value, compare data to data
••At the time of change of value
••Fixed cycle: 1 to 86400 seconds
••Time interval specification: specify hour/minute/second Upgraded Function
••Time of day specification: specify month/day/hour/minute/second
••At module startup
AND or OR combination of the above: up to 8 conditions *3
••Condition execution count: 3 conditions *3
••Condition execution order (order and/or time conditions): up to 4 conditions *3
••Before trigger occurs: 0 to 65534 lines

Number of device points

Item

Maximum of 64 settings *1

1 to 65535
••Specified by the number of saved files

••Specified by the CompactFlash card free capacity

**** Up to 64 settings can be configured for data logging, event logging, and report function combined.
Of these, up to 32 settings can be configured for data logging, event logging, and report function when high speed data sampling is specified.
**** When high speed data sampling is specified, period and file switching condition combined up to 5 conditions. When general data sampling is specified, period and file switching condition combined up to 10 conditions.
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■ Product List

[ Legend ]

[ Other ]
Item

Subject

••Notification when event occurs

••Transmit saved file

••Event notification e-mail: user specified

••Saved file transmission e-mail: automatically created/
user specified Upgraded Function

••Event notification e-mail : user specified

Body

Attachment format

MIME format

MIME version
Communications
with mail server

1.0
Port number
Authentication
method

25, 587, other (1 to 65535)
••No authentication
••SMTP-AUTH (PLAIN, LOGIN, CRAM-MD5)

Target address
••Microsoft® Outlook® Express 6.0

••Microsoft® Windows® Mail 6.0

Application

••Read and delete saved files

••Write, read, and delete recipe files

Operability verified FTP client software

®

®

1 GB CompactFlash card

QD81MEM-2GBC

2 GB CompactFlash card

QD81MEM-4GBC

4 GB CompactFlash card

QD81MEM-8GBC

8 GB CompactFlash card

High Speed Data Logger Module Configuration Tool*1

SW1DNN-DLUTL-E

High Speed Data Logger Module Configuration Tool

GX LogViewer*1

SW1DNN-VIEWER-E

Logging Data Display/Analysis Tool

To acquire the latest version of the Configuration Tool or GX LogViewer, contact your local Mitsubishi Electric representative.
(The Configuration Tool is downloadable from the High Speed Data Logger Module directly.)

Ethernet related products
Product

Model
NZ2EHG-T8

Industrial switching HUB

DB

NEW

NZ2EHF-T8
DB

NEW

Outline
10Mbps/100Mbps/1Gbps AUTO-MDIX, DIN rail mountable, 8 ports
10Mbps/100Mbps AUTO-MDIX, DIN rail mountable, 8 ports

Maximum of 256 data

Number of records

Maximum of 256 records
••Bit
••Word [signed]
••Double word [signed]
••Word [unsigned]
••Double word [unsigned]

••FLOAT [single precision]
••FLOAT [double precision]
••16bit BCD
••32bit BCD

Note: General specifications and product guarantee conditions of jointly developed products are different from those of MELSEC products.
For more information, please refer to the product manuals or contact your local Mitsubishi representative for details.

CSV file (extension: csv)
Maximum of 256 files

Recipe file
Execution type

Upgraded Function

Microsoft® Internet Information Services

Number of data

Upgraded Function

Upgraded Function

Transfer saved files

Operability verified FTP server software

Data type

512 MB CompactFlash card

QD81MEM-1GBC

10

Application

Recipe

®

••Windows Internet Explorer 8.0

••Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0
••Windows® Internet Explorer® 7.0

Session count *2
FTP client *3

: Product available soon

Outline
High Speed Data Logger Module *CompactFlash card are required

Option

SOON

Maximum of 16 groups

Operability verified e-mail client software

®

FTP server *1

: Recently released product

QD81MEM-512MBC

※※※※

••POP before SMTP

NEW

QD81DL96

••Saved file transmission e-mail:
Saved file (CSV, binary, or Excel file)
Maximum of 512KB

Attachment

: Double brand product (Note)

Model

High Speed Data Logger

••Saved file transmission e-mail: automatically created/
user specified Upgraded Function

••Event notification e-mail : none
E-mail

Product

Specifications

Application

DB

Dedicated instructions (ladder program), Configuration Tool

**** A function to access the high speed data logger module (FTP server) from a personal computer's FTP client software.
**** The upper limit of the number of simultaneous connections to the high speed data logger module from FTP client software.
FTP client software may use multiple connections per single access session.
**** A function to access a personal computer's FTP server software from the high speed data logger module (FTP client).

Upgraded Function

: Available for products with a serial number whose first five digits are "12062" or higher.

Microsoft, Windows, Windows Vista, Internet Explorer, Excel are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries.
All other company names and product names used in this document are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation Nagoya Works is a factory certified for ISO14001
(standards for environmental management systems) and ISO9001(standards for
quality assurance management systems)

EC97J1113
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Mitsubishi Electric Programmable Controllers
High Speed Data Logger Module
This publication explains the typical features and functions of the Q Series
programmable controllers and does not provide restrictions and other information on
usage and module combinations. When using the products, always read product user
manuals.
Mitsubishi Electric will not be held liable for damage caused by factors found not to be
the cause of Mitsubishi Electric; opportunity loss or lost profits caused by faults in
Mitsubishi Electric products; damage, secondary damage, accident compensation
caused by special factors unpredictable by Mitsubishi; damages to products other than
Mitsubishi Electric products; and to other duties.

To use the products given in this publication properly, always
The products have been manufactured as general-purpose parts for general
industries, and have not been designed
Before using the products for special purposes
The products have been manufactured under strict quality control. However, when
installing the products where major accidents or losses could occur if the products
fail, install

Country/Region Sales office

Tel/Fax

USA

Mitsubishi Electric Automation lnc.
500 Corporate Woods Parkway Vernon Hills, IL 60061, USA

Tel : +1-847-478-2100
Fax : +1-847-478-0327

Brazil

MELCO-TEC Rep. Com.e Assessoria Tecnica Ltda.
Av Paulista, 1439-Cj. 72 Cerqueira Cesar CEP 01311-200,
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Tel : +55-11-3146-2200
Fax : +55-11-3146-2217
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Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. German Branch
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Tel : +49-2102-486-0
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UK

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. UK Branch
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Tel : +44-1707-276100
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Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Italy Branch
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Tel : +39-039-60531
Fax : +39-039-6053312

Spain

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Spanish Branch
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Tel : +34-93-565-3131
Fax : +34-93-589-1579
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Tel : +33-1-5568-5568
Fax : +33-1-5568-5757
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Tel : +420-251-551-470
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Poland

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Polish Branch
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Tel : +48-12-630-47-00
Fax : +48-12-630-47-01

Russia

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Moscow Office
52/3, Kosmodamianskaya nab., 115054, Moscow, Russia

Tel : +7-812-633-3497
Fax : +7-812-633-3499

South Africa

Circuit Breaker Industries Ltd.
Private Bag 2016, ZA-1600 Isando, South Africa

Tel : +27-11-928-2000
Fax : +27-11-392-2354

China

Mitsubishi Electric Automaiton (China) Ltd.
17/F Chong Hing Finance Center, No.288 West Nanjing Road,
Shanghai 200003 China

Tel : +86-21-2322-3030
Fax : +86-21-2322-3000

Taiwan

Setsuyo Enterprise Co., Ltd.
6F., No.105 Wu-Kung 3rd.Rd, Wu-Ku Hsiang, Taipei Hsine 248, Taiwan

Tel : +886-2-2299-2499
Fax : +886-2-2299-2509

Korea

Mitsubishi Electric Automation Korea Co., Ltd.
1480-6, Gayang-dong, Gangseo-ku Seoul 157-200, Korea

Tel : +82-2-3660-9552
Fax : +82-2-3664-8372

Singapore

Mitsubishi Electric Asia Pte, Ltd.
307 Alexandra Road #05-01/02,
Mitsubishi Electric Bulding Singapore 159943

Tel : +65-6470-2480
Fax : +65-6476-7439

Thailand

Mitsubishi Electric Automation (Thailanad) Co., Ltd.
Bang-Chan Industrial Estate No.111 Soi Serithai 54,
T.Kannayao, A.Kannayao, Bangkok 10230 Thailand

Tel : +66-2-517-1326
Fax : +66-2-517-1328

Indonesia

P.T. Autoteknindo Sumber Makmur
Muara Karang Selatan Block A/Utara No.1 Kav.
No.11 Kawasan Industri/Pergudangan Jakarta-Utara 14440, P.O Box5045
Jakarta 11050, Indonesia

Tel : +62-21-663-0833
Fax : +62-21-663-0832

India

Messung Systems Pvt.,Ltd.
Electronic Sadan NO:III Unit No15, M.I.D.C Bhosari, Pune-411026, India

Tel : +91-20-2712-3130
Fax : +91-20-2712-8108
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Tel : +61-2-9684-7777
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